
Monday 10/23/2017
Week 1

Human Growth and Development 11:30am - 1:00pm
Who Loves Ya, Baby?
Standards

KCK16CTEhgd0211 Evaluate the role of nurturance on human growth and development
KCK16CTEhgd0238 Evaluate the role of nurturance on human growth and development.
KCK16CTEhgd0206 Identify the role of healthy parental relationships and family structure to child growth and
development.
KCK16CTEhgd0209 Analyze the effects of gender, ethnicity and culture on children.

Objectives / Essential Question
Role of Nurturance on Human Growth and Development

I will be able to understand how infants' brains develop through their relationship with their caregivers

I will be able to understand how my parent helped my brain grow.

Lesson / Instruction
Intro / Bellwork

Method: Google Form (Already established norm that each question requires minimum 3 sentences)

Who is the most important person in your life?

Why?

_____________________________
Activity: Yo Mama

Schools refer to the person who takes care of you as your "parent-slash-guardian." Why not just say "parents"?

(Sometimes the person who takes care of us is our grandma, auntie, or someone else)

So "parent-slash-guardian" includes everyone, right?

Well, it's accurate, but it seems kind of cold and technical to me. We're going to be talking about how parents and
guardians take care of infants for the next couple of weeks, so I'm going to give you the opportunity to come up with a
different word or phrase that we will all be comfortable using.

Group activity: With worksheet that includes rubric, groups will discuss and come up with suggestions.

A student volunteer will write on blackboard.

Use sports bracket method to winnow down to class's final choice.

____________________________

Relationships build your brain

Video: Serve and Return
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http://www.youtube.com/embed/23jDxNOdDCk?start=0&end=79&version=3

What are 3 ways that your family expresses love?

Do you think all families express love in the same way?

____________________________

How Parents Express Love in Different Parts of the World

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/paula-vasan/how-parents-express-love-in-different-parts-of-the-world_b_6511164.html

Present article with worksheet / guiding questions:
• From the countries mentioned in the article, choose two and explain how they express love for each other
• Which country's tradition was the most shocking or different to you?
• The article says, "In the United States, parents often demonstrate love by promoting their children’s individual interests

and giving them freedom to make their own choices."
◦ Do you believe this is true?
◦ Do you think they are referring to all of the US or to a specific group?

• In the final section "Ways that Children Perceive Parental Love"
◦ Do you think that these are all positive love experiences? Why or why not?
◦ Of the things that you think are negative, how could that be perceived as a loving interaction by the child?
◦ Does the parent's intent or motivation or mood matter in how the interaction is perceived?

Group Activity:
Teams will create a list - what they think are the key aspects of expressions and experiences of love

Formative Assessment

Using the team list and their notes, students will write a thank-you letter or note
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Wednesday 10/25/2017
Week 1

Human Growth and Development 11:30am - 1:00pm
This is Your Brain on Stress
Objectives / Essential Question
Stress and its effect on our neurobiology
Lesson / Instruction

Video - Stress

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vMseNYpOQvE

Good stress: Eustress

Types of Stress
• Positive
• Tolerable
• Toxic
Activity - 3 short videos about brain development

Students have video guide to take notes

Brain Development Video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNNsN9IJkws&feature=youtu.be&t=5s

Human Spark - The Developing Brain
http://kcpt.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/hs11.living.evodiv.hum.develbrn/the-developing-brain/#.WT9PResrKM-

Video: Serve and Return
http://www.youtube.com/embed/23jDxNOdDCk?start=0&end=79&version=3

Guiding Questions:
Why are human beings born with immature brains?
How does a modern infant’s brain grow?
Infant brains contain billions of neurons that are organized through connections called synapses.
Repeated connections between neurons strengthen and reinforce pathways all over the brain.

Formative Assessment
Teams create representation of brain connections - emphasis on communication pathways
Represent process of strengthening synapses
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Thursday 10/26/2017
Week 1

Human Growth and Development 11:30am - 1:00pm
Brains Bounce Back - Resilience
Standards

KCK16CTEhgd0211 Evaluate the role of nurturance on human growth and development
KCK16CTEhgd0238 Evaluate the role of nurturance on human growth and development.
KCK16CTEhgd0216 Investigate the impact of not providing for the needs of children appropriately.
KCK16CTEhgd0206 Identify the role of healthy parental relationships and family structure to child growth and
development.

Objectives / Essential Question
I will be able to describe strategies for coping with stress

I will be able to distinguish between healthy (sustainable) and unhealthy coping strategies

I will be able to create a personal plan for coping with stress.

I will be able to share my knowledge of resilience with members of my community.

Lesson / Instruction
Building resilience

Bellwork / Intro
Describe at least four ways that you make yourself feel better when you're stressed out

For each way, describe the long term effect - does it improve your general situation, or does it eventually cause more
stress? How?

_______________________________________

Activity

InBrief: What is Resilience - (CDC - H)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cqO7YoMsccU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xSf7pRpOgu8

Coping: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KF2hQ0XLf6U

Guiding Questions:
• What helps you cope with stress?
• How do we work with stressful things in our environment?

◦ Home
◦ Community

• Other than home, where do you spend the most time?
◦ School

______________________________________________

Activity - Readiness for Resilience
Two kinds of resilience
• Building relationships that strengthen us
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• Building individual skills
Introduce concept of mindfulness

Worksheet with rubric to guide discussion within groups

Teams create list
• Where can we find relationships?

◦ Parent, relative, pastor, teacher, coach, friends
• How can I create and strengthen my own skill set?

◦ Mindfulness in
▪ Sleeping
▪ Breathing
▪ Eating healthy food
▪ Physical activity

Technique - Share out to class - describe what one of your group members said, not your own idea.

Within teams, each individual creates personal plan:
• Which of these is already a part of my life?
• Which of these could I add to my life?
• Which of these could replace or improve one of my current coping behaviors?

Formative Assessment
Having developed your own plan, how can you help others develop one for themselves? (How can you build community
resilience?)

Who else needs to develop resilience?

What professionals interact with them?

How can you build a way to share resilience info with that group?

(Refer to last slide of ACEs for list of audiences)
(Look at elements of safety plan in mental health)
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Monday 10/30/2017
Week 2

Human Growth and Development 7:20am - 9:50am
04 Let's Get Real - How Can We Thrive?

Standards
KCK16CTEhgd0210 Critique the physical and social environment to promote safety in family, community and early child
related work settings.
KCK16CTEhgd0211 Evaluate the role of nurturance on human growth and development
KCK16CTEhgd0238 Evaluate the role of nurturance on human growth and development.
KCK16CTEhgd0234 Compare and contrast the effect of heredity and environment on human growth and development
from birth to death

Objectives / Essential Question
I will examine how my environment affects my ability to thrive, by studying the school environment, or "climate".

I will observe common areas of the school and school day with all my senses.

I will use my observations to design a survey to gather information from others.
Lesson / Instruction
Intro

Use ethnographic method to create recollection of how school climate affects my ability to thrive.

What do you see, hear, feel, smell as you move through your school day?
• As you come to school
• Passing periods
• Lunchroom
• Dismissal
Activities

Each student create a log by recollection of the previous day

Each student observe the following day to confirm and refine recollection

Groups review their logs, condense into common experiences/observations

Formative Assessment
Choose essential questions for school climate survey of WHS students

____________________________

Design survey

Use surveymonkey.com because
1. Students may share more frankly if it's a non-school site
2. More question options than Google Forms
3. Excel data output is more robust and suited for analysis
Publicize survey - get students to take it

Analyze data

What are most common areas of concern?
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Use data to develop recommendations for administration on adjustments to current procedures that will improve students'
productivity and performance.
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Thursday 11/02/2017
Week 2

Human Growth and Development 7:20am - 9:50am
Present Findings to Community
Standards

KCK16CTEhgd0211 Evaluate the role of nurturance on human growth and development
KCK16CTEhgd0238 Evaluate the role of nurturance on human growth and development.
KCK16CTEhgd0247 Practice effective communication skills in family, community and work settings (including children,
parents, community leaders, agency directors)
KCK16CTEhgd0248 Enhance development of 21st century process skills (i.e. critical thinking, creativity, goal setting,
problem solving, decision making, leadership, management, cooperation)
KCK16CTEhgd0243 Analyze processes for building and maintaining interpersonal relationships across the lifespan.
KCK16CTEhgd0237 Critique the physical and social environment to promote safety in family, community and human
service work setting
KCK16CTEhgd0220 Demonstrate collaborative skills to meet the needs of people across the life span.

Objectives / Essential Question
I will be able to develop recommendations for adapting the school climate to improve student engagement.

I will be able to communicate the results of our survey in respectful, business language

I will be able to express my recommendations using I-messages with an inclusive and collaborative tone.
Lesson / Instruction
Activity

Class: Review analysis of survey data

Groups: Discuss and determine top three items to recommend changes for

Class: Volunteer uses whiteboard to tally top items of all groups

Groups: Assigned to write one section of recommendations, using rubric for style and appropriate language

Groups present recommendations for warm and cool feedback.

Revise

Combine into final report.

Submit recommendations to administration through Mrs. Lester

Publish recommendations online or by flyers in building.
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